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Abstract In this study, the performance of a recently pro-
posed computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) scheme in detection
and 3D quantification of reticular and ground glass pattern
extent in chest computed tomography of interstitial lung dis-
ease (ILD) patients is evaluated. CAD scheme performance
was evaluated on a dataset of 37 volumetric chest scans,
considering five representative axial anatomical levels per
scan. CAD scheme reliability analysis was performed by
estimating agreement (intraclass correlation coefficient, ICC)
of automatically derived ILD pattern extent to semi-
quantitative disease extent assessment in terms of 29-point
rating scale provided by two expert radiologists. Receiver
operating characteristic (ROC) analysis was employed to as-
sess CAD scheme accuracy in ILD pattern detection in terms
of area under ROC curve (Az). Correlation of reticular and
ground glass volumetric pattern extent to pulmonary function
tests (PFTs) was also investigated. CAD scheme reliability
was substantial for ILD extent (ICC=0.809) and distinct
reticular pattern extent (0.806) and moderate for distinct
ground glass pattern extent (0.543), performing within
inter-observer agreement. CAD scheme demonstrated
high accuracy in detecting total ILD (Az=0.950±0.018),
while accuracy in detecting distinct reticular and ground
glass patterns was 0.920±0.023 and 0.883±0.024,

respectively. Moderate and statistically significant nega-
tive correlation was found between reticular volumetric
pattern extent and diffusing capacity, forced expiratory
volume in 1 s, forced vital capacity, and total lung capacity
(R=−0.581, −0.513, −0.494, and −0.446, respectively), simi-
lar to correlations found between radiologists’ semi-
quantitative ratings with PFTs. CAD-based quantification of
disease extent is in agreement with radiologists’ semi-
quantitative assessment and correlates to specific PFTs, sug-
gesting a potential imaging biomarker for ILD staging and
management.
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Introduction

Chest computed tomography (CT) imaging is a powerful
modality for detection, diagnosis, and follow-up of interstitial
lung disease (ILD) [1]. Monitoring of ILD progression is
based on the estimation of disease extent in CT image data
and by means of pulmonary function tests (PFTs) [1,2].
Disease extent in chest CT of patients with collagen vascular
disease (CVD) constitutes a strong predictor of mortality
[3–5], while the accuracy of disease extent assessment affects
the identification of change in follow-up and treatment deci-
sion making [4,5].

Semi-quantitative approaches of ILD extent estimation
are based on visual assessment of ILD patterns in high-
resolution CT or volumetric data and subsequent scoring
by means of ordinal rating scales [6–9]. Likert scale
accounts for a four-point or five-point rating scale of
disease extent (e.g., 0–25, 26–50, 51–75, 76–100 %) [6].
Desai et al. [7] proposed a 21-point rating scale (0 up to
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100 %, with step 5 %) reflecting disease extent in three or
five representative lung anatomical levels. However, semi-
quantitative approaches of ILD extent estimation demon-
strate moderate inter- and intra-observer agreement, and
they do not provide information for disease localization
[10–14].

Automated image analysis tools, also referred as
computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) schemes, focused on
the quantification of ILD extent have been proposed
[15–22] to improve efficiency, accuracy, and reproduc-
ibility in disease extent assessment. Furthermore, the
contribution of CAD schemes in facilitating disease
assessment in case of volumetric chest datasets originat-
ing from multi-detector CT (MDCT) has been recently
highlighted [23–25].

CAD schemes proposed for ILD extent quantification are
based on gray level thresholding techniques [15–17] and
texture-based voxel/pixel classification schemes of lung pa-
renchyma [18–22]. Texture-based image analysis ap-
proaches have also been exploited for the differentiation
of automatically [26,27] or manually [28–30] defined
lung parenchyma regions/voxels of interest (VOIs) into
various ILD patterns, allowing for a coarse identification
of disease patterns and not for a detailed disease extent quan-
tification scheme.

CAD schemes for ILD extent quantification are differenti-
ated with respect to the 2D or 3D disease extent output. Most
CAD schemes exploit high-resolution CT (HRCT) image
acquisition protocols [18,19,21,22] which limit the coverage
of the entire lung parenchyma volume and lack anatomic
comparability in case of follow-up studies [25,26], while only
a few CAD schemes are applicable onMDCT image data thus
providing volumetric quantification of disease extent
[15–17,20].

Automated ILD extent quantification studies are also
differentiated with respect to the pattern being quanti-
fied. Reticular and ground glass account for the ILD
patterns that mainly reflect disease progression. The
importance of estimating the contribution of each spe-
cific pattern in disease progression has been recently
highlighted [9], rendering the development of CAD
schemes capable of identifying and quantifying distinct
reticular and ground glass patterns crucial. Nevertheless,
only a few CAD schemes allow for the quantification of
distinct reticular and ground glass patterns [18,20,22].
The development of CAD schemes that provide 3D
quantification of ILD extent and are further capable of
quantifying distinct reticular and ground glass patterns ac-
counts for an ongoing research issue [20].

In the framework of establishing volumetric disease extent
as an imaging biomarker for ILD progression and manage-
ment, it is important to investigate the correlation of

automatically derived (CAD-based) disease extent with PFTs
also reflecting disease progression [15–17,19,21]. Correlation
of CAD-based disease extent with PFTs has also been
investigated in chronic obstructive pulmonary disease
patients, in terms of emphysema pattern [28,31].
However, investigating the correlation of distinct reticu-
lar and ground glass volumetric pattern extent to PFTs
is currently under-researched.

The aim of the current study is to evaluate the
performance of a recently proposed CAD scheme in
detection and 3D quantification of reticular and ground
glass pattern extent in MDCT datasets. Performance
evaluation considers CAD scheme reliability analysis,
by estimating agreement of automatically derived ILD
pattern extent to semi-quantitative assessment and ROC
analysis to assess system accuracy in ILD pattern detection.
Correlation of reticular and ground glass volumetric pattern
extent to PFTs is also investigated.

Materials and Methods

Clinical Dataset

Forty-six patients with diagnosis of CVD, meeting the criteria
of the American College of Rheumatology [32], were referred
to our institution for chest CTscan. Ethics committee approval
was obtained before beginning of the study. Thirty-seven
scans were retained from the initial case sample of 46 patient
scans, exclusively exhibiting imaging findings of ground glass
and reticular patterns, including honeycombing. The excluded
nine scans demonstrated consolidation, nodular, and emphy-
sematous patterns. The sample analyzed consisted of 37 pa-
tients (27 females and ten males) with mean age of 57.3 years
and mean disease duration 7.6 years. Fifteen patients were
diagnosed with scleroderma, ten patients with rheumatoid
arthritis, two with systemic lupus erythematosus, one with
polymyositis, one with Sjogren syndrome, and eight mixed
connective tissue disease. Informed consent was obtained
from all subjects participating in this study. For each patient
scan, five representative lung anatomic levels were selected to
assess disease extent: (a) origin of great vessel, (b) carina, (c)
pulmonary venous confluence, (d) between pulmonary ve-
nous confluence and 1 cm above the right hemidiaphragm,
and (e) 1 cm above the right hemidiaphragm. In total, a
case sample of 185 axial slices (5 slices×37 patients)
was generated.

Image Acquisition

All patients were scanned using tube voltage of 120 kVp,
rotation time of 0.5 s, automatic modulation of mA,
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collimation thickness of 16×0.625 mm, and slice thickness of
1.25 mm, obtaining volumetric data at full inspiration in
supine position, in a 16-row MDCT scanner (GE Lightspeed
16, General ElectricMedical Systems,Milwaukee,WI, USA).
Each scan volume comprised of approximately 200–250
slices per patient. The mean volume CT dose index and the
mean dose– length product were 11.0 mGy and
268.3 mGy cm, respectively. Assuming 0.017 mSv/mGy cm
for a standard chest CT examination, the effective radiation
dose for the volumetric chest CT protocol used was 4.6 mSv,
complying with European Working Group for Guidelines on
Quality Criteria in CT [33].

Semi-quantitative ILD Extent Assessment

Two radiologists with 20 and 10 years of experience in chest
CT (C.K. and A.K., respectively), who were aware of patient
history, provided independently semi-quantitative disease ex-
tent assessments (RAD1 and RAD2) for reticular pattern,
ground glass pattern, and total disease extent for each of the
185 axial slices of the dataset (originating from 37 patient CT
scans). In order to assess intra-observer agreement
(reproducibility), the same interpretation scenario was repeat-
ed after a time interval of 1 month by the first radiologist
(RAD′1).

Semi-quantitative disease extent assessment was also pro-
vided by the same two radiologists in consensus (RADcons)
after a time interval of 2 months. To achieve consensus, the
two radiologists discussed and agreed on pattern type and
extent per slice.

Semi-quantitative disease extent assessment was per-
formed by means of a 29-point rating scale, derived by
modifying the 21-point rating scale proposed by Desai
et al. [7]. Specifically, for each axial slice of patient
scan (five slices have been considered per patient scan,
each one corresponding to one representative anatomical
lung level, as previously defined), disease extent was
provided as a percentage of the lung parenchyma area,
ranging from 0 to 10 % in 1 % step and ranging from
10 to 100 % in 5 % step. This modification allows for
a more detailed rating in case of limited disease extent
(0 up 10 % in 1 % step), as opposed to the coarse
rating provided by Desai et al. [7] in the same interval (0 up to
10 % in 5 % step). The time required for disease extent
estimation of each axial slice was approximately 2–3 min for
each radiologist.

CAD-Based 3D ILD Extent Quantification

Disease extent was provided by a recently proposed com-
puterized ILD quantification scheme [20]. Following, an
overview of the system methodology is provided. A two-

stage architecture is adopted, comprised of (a) pre-
processing and (b) texture-based voxel classification of
the lung parenchyma volume.

The pre-processing stage involves 3D lung field seg-
mentation [34,35] and 3D vessel tree segmentation [36]
in order to isolate the lung parenchyma volume subse-
quently subjected to voxel classification. Specifically,
lung-field segmentation is achieved by 3D automated
gray-level thresholding combined with an edge-
highlighting wavelet preprocessing step [34], followed
by a texture-based border refinement step [35]. The
vessel tree volume is identified by a combined scheme
based on 3D multi-scale filtering [36] and subsequently
removed from lung field volume, resulting in the lung paren-
chyma volume.

In the second stage, the lung parenchyma volume is sam-
pled by a sliding overlapping VOI (21×21×21 pixels), whose
center voxel is assigned into one of three classes (normal,
reticular, ground glass) according to local texture properties,
employing a k-nearest neighbor classifier (k=10). Local tex-
ture properties are captured by ten 3D gray-level co-
occurrence texture features selected from 130 initially tested
features (mean and range of 13 co-occurrence feature values
over 13 orientations, considering five displacement values),
bymeans of stepwise discriminant analysis. The training set of
the voxel-classification scheme comprised of 350 cubic VOIs
(VOI, 21×21×21 pixels), representing patterns corresponding
to reticular (150) and ground glass (100) patterns, as well as
normal lung parenchyma (100). The 350 cubic VOIs were
defined by expert radiologists, from lung CT data of five
patients presenting with ILD and three normal ones, of a
patient cohort distinct from the 37 patients considered in the
current study.

The CAD scheme allows for the visualization of abnor-
mal lung parenchyma areas and normal tissue in 3D vol-
umes or 2D slices by means of color coding of reticular
and ground glass patterns. Quantification of disease extent
is provided in terms of percentage of reticular pattern
extent, ground glass pattern extent, and total disease extent
(considering both reticular and ground glass patterns) in 3D
volumes or 2D slices.

Specifically, disease extent is expressed as percentage with
respect to segmented lung parenchyma volume according to
Eqs. (1)–(3).

Reticular Extent ¼ No: of Reticular Pattern Voxels

No: of Lung Parenchyma Voxels
ð1Þ

Ground Glass Extent ¼ No: of Ground Glass Pattern Voxels

No: of Lung Parenchyma Voxels

ð2Þ
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Total Disease Extent ¼ No: of Ground Glass þ Reticular Pattern Voxels

No: of Lung Parenchyma Voxels ð3Þ

Disease extent is also provided on a slice basis, as percentage
with respect to segmented lung parenchyma pixels in a single
slice. In this case, Eqs. 1–3 stand by replacing the term
“voxels” by the term “pixels.”

Pulmonary Function Tests

PFTs account for a set of indexes reflecting the lung functional
capacity, commonly measured through spirometry. PFT in-
dexes are expressed as a ratio of the corresponding predicted
value based on the patients’ height, age, sex, and ethnic. Lung
function is defined as “normal” when PFT index values are
>85 % of the corresponding predicted values. ILD results in
restrictive changes in lung function with reduced respiratory
volumes, correlating with decrease of PFTs [37].

In the current study, pulmonary function testing was per-
formed according to the European Respiratory Society and the
American Thoracic Society criteria [37,38] with the patient at
rest in a sitting position (Vmax 22, SensorMedics, Yorba
Linda, CA, USA; PFDX, MedGraphics, St. Paul, MN,
USA). PFT data were obtained within 60 days (mean=12±
11 days; range=[−21, 56]days) from the day of CT image data
acquisition.

The following indexes were obtained: forced vital capacity
(FVC), forced expiratory volume in 1 s (FEV1), total lung
capacity (TLC), and diffusing capacity (DLCO). The DLco
index was assessed according to single-breath carbon monox-
ide uptake.

Statistical Analysis

CAD Scheme Reliability

Reliability analysis [39] was utilized in order to assess the
agreement between CAD scheme and semi-quantitative dis-
ease assessment by the two radiologists in consensus (CAD
scheme vs. RADcons), as well as between CAD scheme and
semi-quantitative disease assessment by each radiologist in-
dependently (CAD scheme vs. RAD1, CAD scheme vs.
RAD2), in quantification of total, reticular, and ground glass
disease extent. Inter- and intra-observer reproducibility in
semi-quantitative disease assessment (RAD1 vs. RAD2,
RAD1 vs. RAD′1), as well as the agreement in semi-
quantitative disease assessment between radiologists’ ratings
in consensus and radiologists’ independent ratings (RADcons

vs. RAD1, RADcons vs. RAD2), was also estimated by means
of reliability analysis.

In reliability analysis, intraclass correlation coefficient
(ICC) and its corresponding 95 % confidence intervals (CI)
were calculated for total, reticular, and ground glass disease.
The degree of agreement was scaled as almost perfect
(ICC=[0.81–1.00]), substantial (ICC=[0.61–0.81)), moderate
(ICC=[0.41–0.61)), or weak (ICC=[0.21–0.41)) [39].

CAD Scheme Detection Accuracy

CAD scheme accuracy in detection of total disease, as well as
distinct reticular and ground glass patterns, was evaluated in
terms of receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis [40].
Considering total disease detection accuracy evaluation, a
ROC curve was generated by considering each automatically
derived total disease extent value as cutoff point (decision
threshold) and subsequently calculating the sensitivity and
specificity associated with each cutoff point. Slices with au-
tomatically derived total disease extent values greater than or
equal to the cutoff point are considered “abnormal” (positive),
and slices with automatically derived total disease extent
values less than the cutoff point are considered “normal”
(negative). If a slice is abnormal according to ground truth
and is characterized as “abnormal,” then it is counted as true
positive. If a slice is characterized as “normal” while being
abnormal according to ground truth, it is counted as a false
negative. If the slice is negative according to ground truth and
is characterized as “normal,” it is counted as a true negative; if
it is characterized as “abnormal,” then it is counted as a false
positive. The visual ratings of the two radiologists in consen-
sus (RADcons), as well as ratings of the two radiologists
considered independently (RAD1, RAD2), were used as
“ground truth.” Specifically, the 185 slices were characterized
with respect to total disease extent as normal (i.e., visual rating
extent=0 %, 36 slices) or abnormal (i.e., visual scoring extent
≥1 %, 149 slices) [19].

The same approach was utilized for evaluating CAD
scheme detection accuracy with respect to distinct reticular
and ground glass patterns. Specifically, for evaluating CAD
scheme reticular pattern detection accuracy, a ROC curve was
generated by considering each automatically derived reticular
pattern disease extent value as cutoff point (decision thresh-
old) and subsequently calculating the sensitivity and specific-
ity associated with each cutoff point. In case of reticular
pattern, “ground truth” considered 53 slices characterized as
normal (i.e., visual rating of reticular extent 0 %) and 132
slices characterized as abnormal (i.e., visual rating of reticular
extent ≥1 %).
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For evaluating CAD scheme ground glass pattern detection
accuracy, a ROC curve was generated by considering each
automatically derived ground glass pattern disease extent
value as cutoff point (decision threshold) and subsequently
calculating the sensitivity and specificity associated with each
cutoff point. In case of ground glass pattern, “ground truth”
considered 72 slices characterized as normal (i.e., visual rating
of ground glass extent 0 %) and 113 slices characterized as
abnormal (i.e., visual rating of ground glass extent ≥1 %).

The area under the empirical ROC curve (Az), standard
error (SE), as well as the asymmetric 95 % CI values were
calculated for total disease, reticular, and ground glass pat-
terns. Both CAD scheme reliability and detection accuracy
analyses considered quantification of 2D extent of the disease,
allowing for a detailed performance evaluation approach on a
slice basis (185 slices in total were considered).

Correlation to PFTs

Pearson correlation coefficient (R) was employed to determine
correlation between automatically derived (CAD-based) dis-
ease extent and PFT indexes. Specifically, correlation of 3D
(volumetric) extent of total disease, of reticular, and of ground
glass patterns (Eqs. 1–3) with FVC, FEV1, TLC, and DLCO

was investigated.
Pearson correlation coefficient (R) was also employed to

determine the correlation between radiologists’ ratings in con-
sensus (RADcons) for total disease, reticular and ground glass
pattern extent, and PFT indexes. For each patient scan, semi-
quantitative assessment of disease volumetric extent was de-
rived by averaging radiologists’ ratings reflecting disease
extent for each of the five representative axial slices [7]).

Correlation was characterized as very strong [−1.0, −0.9],
strong (−0.9, −0.7], moderate (−0.7, −0.4], weak (−0.4, −0.2],
or very weak to negligible (−0.2, −0.0]. A P value less than
0.05 was accepted to indicate statistical significance.
Statistical analysis was performed using the IBM SPSS
Statistics software package (SPSS Release 20.0, SPSS Inc.,
Chicago, IL, USA).

Results

Radiologist Reproducibility

Table 1 summarizes results of the reliability analysis per-
formed to assess inter- and intra-observer agreement in semi-
quantitative extent assessment of total disease, reticular, and
ground glass patterns. Agreement in semi-quantitative disease
assessment between radiologists’ ratings in consensus and
radiologists’ independent ratings (RADcons vs. RAD1,
RADcons vs. RAD2) is also provided.

Inter-observer agreement of radiologists was substantial for
total disease (ICC=0.776, CI=[0.674–0.843]) and reticular
pattern (ICC=0.727, CI=[0.603–0.808]), while moderate for
ground glass pattern (ICC=0.472, CI=[0.352–0.577]). Intra-
observer agreement of radiologists was substantial for total
disease (ICC=0.785, CI=[0.711–0.840]) and reticular pattern
(ICC=0.736, CI=[0.651–0.800]), while moderate for ground
glass pattern (ICC=0.538, CI=[0.427–0.633]).

Agreement between radiologists’ ratings in consensus and
radiologists’ independent ratings (RADcons vs. RAD1,
RADcons vs. RAD2) was almost perfect for total disease extent
assessment (ICC=0.839, CI=[0.790–0.877] and ICC=0.852,
CI=[0.788–0.895], respectively) and for reticular pattern in
case of RAD1 (ICC=0.853, CI=[0.808–0.888]), while being
substantial for reticular pattern in case of RAD2 (ICC=0.789,
CI=[0.695–0.851]) and for ground glass pattern (ICC=0.674,
CI=[0.588–0.746] and ICC=0.610, CI=[0.510–0.692],
respectively).

CAD Scheme Reliability

Figure 1 provides application examples of the computerized
ILD quantification scheme on MDCT scans of two patients
with scleroderma disease. Visualization of abnormal lung
parenchyma areas and normal tissue is provided in 3D repre-
sentation and 2D axial slices, coded as green overlay for
ground glass pattern and blue overlay for reticular pattern.

Table 1 Inter- and intra-observer agreement in semi-quantitative disease
assessment, in terms of ICC and corresponding 95 % CI, between
radiologists’ ratings (RAD1 vs. RAD2) as well as between radiologist
first and second interpretation (RAD1 vs. RAD′1), for total disease,

reticular, and ground glass pattern extent. Agreement in semi-quantitative
disease assessment between radiologists’ ratings in consensus and radi-
ologists’ independent ratings (RADcons vs. RAD1, RADcons vs. RAD2) is
also provided

Extent Inter-observer Intra-observer RADcons vs. RAD1 RADcons vs. RAD2

ICC CI ICC CI ICC CI ICC CI

Total 0.776 0.674–0.843 0.785 0.711–0.840 0.839 0.790–0.877 0.852 0.788–0.895

Reticular 0.727 0.603–0.808 0.736 0.651–0.800 0.853 0.808–0.888 0.789 0.695–0.851

Ground glass 0.472 0.352–0.577 0.538 0.427–0.633 0.674 0.588–0.746 0.610 0.510–0.692

ICC intraclass correlation coefficient, CI confidence intervals
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Gray overlay in 3D representation corresponds to normal lung
parenchyma.

Table 2 summarizes results of reliability analysis, in terms
of ICC and corresponding CI, reflecting agreement between
CAD scheme and semi-quantitative disease assessment by
each radiologist independently (CAD scheme vs. RAD1,
CAD scheme vs. RAD2), as well as between CAD scheme
and semi-quantitative disease assessment provided by two
radiologists’ in consensus (CAD scheme vs. RADcons), for
total disease, reticular, and ground glass pattern extent.

When radiologists’ ratings are considered independently,
CAD scheme reliability is substantial with respect to total
disease extent assessment (ICC=0.736, CI=[0.647–0.803]
for RAD1; ICC=0.653, CI=[0.336–0.801] for RAD2). CAD

scheme reliability is substantial with respect to reticular pat-
tern extent assessment (ICC=0.690, CI=[0.605–0.659] for
RAD1; ICC=0.615, CI=[0.393–0.738] for RAD2) and weak
for ground glass pattern extent assessment (ICC=0.354,
CI=[0.222–0.473] for RAD1; ICC=0.233, CI=[0.095–
0.362] for RAD2). In case of radiologists’ ratings in consen-
sus, CAD scheme reliability is substantial for total disease
extent (ICC=0.809, CI=[0.599, 0.894]) and reticular pattern
extent (ICC=0.806, CI=[0.714, 0.865]) and moderate for
ground glass pattern extent assessment (ICC=0.543,
CI=[0.405, 0.652]).

Furthermore, CAD scheme agreement with consensus ra-
diologists’ ratings for total disease, reticular pattern, and
ground glass pattern extent assessment ranges within inter-

Fig. 1 Application examples of the computerized ILD quantification
scheme on two MDCT patient scans. Visualization of abnormal lung
parenchyma and normal tissue in 3D and 2D representation (three
representative axial anatomic levels), as provided by the computerized
ILD quantification scheme. Green overlay corresponds to ground glass
pattern, and blue overlaycorresponds to reticular pattern.Gray overlay in

3D representation corresponds to normal lung parenchyma. aA 48-year-
old female patient with scleroderma disease presenting with mild ILD
with predominant pattern ground glass over reticular. b A 39-year-old
male patient with 15 years of scleroderma presenting with extensive ILD
with mixed reticular and ground glass pattern and severe lung
impairment

Table 2 CAD scheme reliability, in terms of ICC and corresponding 95 % CI, between CAD scheme and radiologists’ ratings with respect to total
disease, reticular, and ground glass pattern extent

Extent CAD scheme vs. RADcons CAD scheme vs. RAD1 CAD scheme vs. RAD2

ICC CI ICC CI ICC CI

Total 0.809 0.599–0.894 0.736 0.647–0.803 0.653 0.336–0.801

Reticular 0.806 0.714–0.865 0.690 0.605–0.759 0.615 0.393–0.738

Ground glass 0.543 0.405–0.652 0.354 0.222–0.473 0.233 0.095–0.362

ICC intraclass correlation coefficient, CI confidence intervals
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observer agreement with semi-quantitative disease assessment
(Table 1). CAD scheme agreement with independent radiolo-
gists’ ratings ranges within inter-observer agreement in the
case of reticular pattern extent assessment.

CAD Scheme Detection Accuracy

Table 3 provides CAD scheme detection accuracy, in terms of
Az index, with respect to total disease, reticular, and ground
glass patterns. Considering the two radiologists’ ratings in
consensus (RADcons) as “ground truth,” the CAD scheme
demonstrated high accuracy in detecting total disease (Az±
SE=0.950±0.018). CAD scheme demonstrated higher accu-
racy in case of reticular pattern detection (Az±SE=0.920±
0.023) as compared to ground glass pattern detection (Az±
SE=0.883±0.024). The same trend was also observed when
radiologists’ ratings are considered independently (RAD1,
RAD2) as ground truth.

Figure 2 illustrates ROC curves corresponding to CAD
scheme detection accuracy considering the two radiologists’

ratings in consensus (RADcons) as “ground truth.” The CAD
scheme achieves sensitivity of 94.6 % and corresponding
specificity of 83.3 % (overall accuracy 92.4 %) in detecting
total disease, using the 0.984 % disease extent as cutoff point
(threshold). The CAD scheme achieves sensitivity of 97.0 %
and corresponding specificity of 73.6 % (overall accuracy
90.3 %) in detecting reticular patterns, using the 0.289 %
disease extent cutoff point (threshold). The CAD scheme
achieves sensitivity of 89.4 % and corresponding specificity
of 69.4 % (overall accuracy 81.6 %) in detecting ground glass
patterns, using the 0.551 % disease extent cutoff point
(threshold).

Correlation Between CAD-Based ILD Extent Quantification
and PFTs

Table 4 presents Pearson correlation (R) values reflecting
correlation between automatically quantified 3D extent of
total disease, reticular, and ground glass pattern with four
PFT indexes (DLCO, FEV1, FVC, TLC), also being schemat-
ically illustrated in Fig. 3. CAD-based 3D extent of total
disease demonstrated weak and statistically significant nega-
tive correlation with DLCO (R=−0.335, P=0.043). Correlation
with respect to FEV1, FVC, and TLC was weak to very weak
without demonstrating statistical significance. CAD-based 3D
extent of reticular pattern demonstrated moderate and

Fig. 2 Empirical ROC curves reflecting CAD scheme accuracy in the
detection of total disease, reticular, and ground glass patterns, considering
the two radiologists in consensus as “ground truth”

Table 4 Pearson correlation (R) and corresponding P values between
CAD-based disease extent quantification and pulmonary function tests

PFT Total Reticular Ground Glass

R P R P R P

DLCO −0.335 0.043a −0.581 <0.001a 0.058 0.733

FEV1 −0.321 0.053 −0.513 0.001a 0.006 0.973

FVC −0.263 0.116 −0.494 0.002a 0.090 0.595

TLC −0.167 0.322 −0.446 0.006a 0.210 0.213

PFT pulmonary function tests, DLCO diffusing capacity, FEV1 forced
expiratory volume in 1 s, FVC forced vital capacity, TLC total lung
capacity
a Statistically significant
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Table 3 CAD scheme detection accuracy in terms of Az and SE, as well as asymmetric 95 % CI, with respect to total disease, reticular, and ground glass
patterns, considering as “ground truth” radiologists’ ratings in consensus (RADcons) and as independent ratings (RAD1, RAD2)

Extent RADcons RAD1 RAD2

Az±SE CI Az±SE CI Az±SE CI

Total 0.950±0.018 0.900–0.976 0.925±0.020 0.874–0.956 0.931±0.024 0.866–0.965

Reticular 0.920±0.023 0.860–0.955 0.920±0.020 0.869–0.951 0.902±0.022 0.850–0.937

Ground glass 0.883±0.024 0.826–0.922 0.792±0.036 0.712–0.852 0.766±0.037 0.682–0.830

Az area under empirical ROC curve, SE standard error, CI confidence intervals



statistically significant negative correlations with all PFT in-
dexes studied (ranging from R=−0.581, P<0.001 for DLCO to
R=−0.446, P=0.006 for TLC). No statistically significant
correlation was found between CAD-based 3D extent of
ground glass pattern and PFT indexes studied.

Correlation Between Semi-quantitative ILD Extent
Assessment and PFTs

Table 5 presents Pearson correlation (R) values
reflecting correlation between semi-quantitative assess-
ment of total, reticular, and ground glass disease extent
as provided by in consensus radiologists’ ratings, with

four PFT indexes (DLCO, FEV1, FVC, TLC). Schematic
illustration of investigated correlation is provided in
Fig. 4.

Total disease extent assessed semi-quantitatively demon-
strated weak and statistically significant negative correlation
with DLCO (R=−0.398, P=0.015). Correlation with respect to
FEV1, FVC, and TLC was weak without demonstrating sta-
tistical significance.

Reticular pattern extent assessed semi-quantitatively
demonstrated weak to moderate and statistically signifi-
cant negative correlations with all PFT indexes studied.
Specifically, moderate correlation was observed with
respect to DLCO (R=−0.485, P=0.002) and FEV1 (R=

Fig. 3 Correlation between automatically quantified 3D extent of total disease, reticular, and ground glass pattern with PFT indexes (FVC, FEV1, TLC,
and DLCO)
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−0.411, P=0.012), while weak with respect to FVC (R=
−0.360, P=0.029) and TLC (R=−0.326, P=0.049). No
statistically significant correlation was found between
ground glass pattern extent assessed semi-quantitatively
and PFT indexes studied.

Discussion

Estimation of ILD extent through MDCT imaging is funda-
mental for efficient disease management. Taking into account
the subjectivity induced in semi-quantitative assessment of
ILD extent, automated ILD quantification schemes contribute
in objective and accurate volumetric disease extent estimation.
Nevertheless, the identification of distinct ILD patterns by
such automated quantification tools, as well as their correla-
tion to well-established clinical factors of disease progression
such as PFTs, remains an open research issue.

The current study focused on evaluating the performance
of a texture-based lung parenchyma voxel classification
scheme [20] in the detection and volumetric quantification
of distinct reticular and ground glass pattern extent in 37
MDCT patient scans. The correlation of the quantified ILD
patterns with four PFT indexes is also encountered.

Performance evaluation considered CAD scheme reliabil-
ity analysis, by estimating agreement of automatically derived
ILD pattern extent to semi-quantitative assessment. Results
demonstrated that automatically derived total disease extent
agrees substantially to semi-quantitative rating of radiologists
(Table 2), also performing within intra- and inter-observer
variability range (Table 1). Heterogeneity of the datasets ana-
lyzed renders direct comparison to previously reported studies
not feasible. Furthermore, taking into account that most of the
previously reported studies [15–17,19,21] have adopted the
Pearson or Spearman (R) correlation coefficient to investigate
agreement, as opposed to ICC adopted herein, the following

comparisons are only indicative of existing trends.
Specifically, results reported herein are in accordance to
Marten et al. [15,16] also demonstrating substantial agreement
(R=0.716) of computer-derived total disease extent (as pro-
vided by a threshold-based method) to semi-quantitative scor-
ing of 52 volumetric patient scans, reduced, however, as
compared to inter-observer agreement (R=0.89). Shin et al.
[17] reported moderate agreement (R=0.53) of total disease
extent quantified by a threshold-based approach, with semi-
quantitative assessment of disease extent in a total of 157
volumetric patient scans. Kim et al. [19] employing a
texture-based approach for disease extent quantification re-
ported moderate agreement (R=0.60) with semi-quantitative
assessment of disease extent by means of a five-point rating
scale in case sample of 129 HRCT patient scans. Rosas et al.
[21] employed a texture-based approach for quantifying 2D
disease extent in 86 HRCT patient scans and reported agree-
ment of 0.562 (in terms of kappa coefficient) with radiolo-
gists’ semi-quantitative assessment of total disease extent by
means of five-point rating scale.

Results of CAD scheme reliability analysis also demon-
strated that automatically derived disease extent of reticular
pattern agrees substantially to semi-quantitative rating of ra-
diologists, performing within intra- and inter-observer varia-
tion variability range (Table 1). CAD-derived disease extent of
ground glass pattern demonstrated reduced agreement to
semi-quantitative rating of radiologists, a task also character-
ized by increased intra- and inter-observer variability. This
fact is probably attributed to the specific underlying pathology
manifested by each ILD pattern. Reticular pattern corresponds
to irreversible lung fibrosis. On the other hand, the pathology
of ground glass is ambiguous: In some cases, it reflects in-
flammatory process thus reversible lung damage, while in
other cases especially when combined with reticular, it reflects
irreversible disease. These results are in accordance to Marten
et al. [15], also considering distinct ILD patterns when inves-
tigating agreement of automatically derived disease extent to
semi-quantitative assessment. Specifically, they demonstrated
lack of agreement of CAD-derived ground glass pattern extent
to semi-quantitative assessment, also attributed to the diversity
of causes of ground glass radiographic appearances [15].

ROC analysis was employed to evaluate the performance
of the automated 3D quantification scheme in detecting ILD
patterns. While reliability analysis reflects the agreement of
the 3D automated ILD quantification scheme with radiologist
semi-quantitative assessment, ROC analysis is an additional
performance evaluation metric reflecting the accuracy of the
CAD scheme in detecting ILD patterns for all possible oper-
ating thresholds (cutoff points). The CAD scheme demonstrat-
ed a high ability in differentiating abnormal lung parenchyma
from normal lung tissue and further identifying subtle ILD
signs. The achieved performance (Az=0.950) is comparable or
superior to previously reported texture-based pixel/voxel-

Table 5 Pearson correlation (R) and corresponding P values between
semi-quantitative radiologists’ ratings of disease extent provided by the
two radiologists in consensus and pulmonary function tests

PFT Total Reticular Ground glass

R P R P R P

DLCO −0.398 0.015a −0.485 0.002a −0.059 0.730

FEV1 −0.303 0.068 −0.411 0.012a 0.012 0.945

FVC −0.288 0.084 −0.360 0.029a −0.031 0.856

TLC −0.204 0.225 −0.326 0.049a 0.076 0.655

PFT pulmonary function tests, DLCO diffusing capacity, FEV1 forced
expiratory volume in 1 s, FVC forced vital capacity, TLC total lung
capacity
a Statistically significant
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classification ILD quantification systems [18,19,21].
Specifically, Kim et al. [19] reported an Az index equal to
0.86 in a subset of the originally analyzed HRCT dataset
corresponding to agreed-on cases by radiologists. The ILD
detection scheme presented in Park et al. [18] demonstrated
accuracy of Az=0.884 in a case sample of 30 HRCT patient
scans. Similar performance (Az=0.885) was achieved by an
automated ILD quantification tool, reported by Rosas et al.
[21] in a dataset of 86 HRCT patient scans.

The current study has also evaluated performance of the
CAD scheme in detecting distinct reticular and ground glass

patterns, not, however, considered in previously reported ILD
quantification schemes. Results have suggested that the CAD
scheme has the ability to accurately detect distinct reticular
and ground glass patterns. Furthermore, subtle signs of retic-
ular and ground glass patterns may be captured and correctly
identified by the CAD scheme. Specifically, the CAD scheme
demonstrated a high performance in detecting reticular pat-
terns (Az=0.920), suggesting its potential in capturing tissue
alterations reflecting disease progression. The high perfor-
mance achieved by the CAD scheme in detecting ground glass
patterns (Az=0.883) may further contribute in improving

Fig. 4 Correlation between ILD extent semi-quantitatively assessed by the two radiologists in consensus (RADcons) and PFTs (FVC, FEV1, TLC, and
DLCO)
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treatment decision making, since ground glass pattern partly
corresponds to reversible inflammatory lung damage.

Toward further establishing validity of the presented ILD
quantification scheme, the correlation between automatically
derived disease extent and PFTs was investigated.
Automatically derived total disease extent, as well as reticular
pattern extent, correlates to specific PFT indexes, while
ground glass pattern extent did not demonstrate correlation
to any of the PFTs considered, suggesting that ground glass
does not contribute in lung dysfunction. Similar trends with
respect to correlation to PFTs are observed in case of disease
extent assessed semi-quantitatively. These results also suggest
a CAD scheme with high performance in quantifying disease
extent.

The importance of investigating correlation of distinct
ILD patterns with clinical parameters has been recently
highlighted [9]. Such analysis is expected to provide insight
into the relationship between specific CT finding and under-
lying pathophysiology and disease progression. However, to
the best of the authors’ knowledge, correlation of automat-
ically derived distinct reticular and ground glass patterns to
PFTs has not been investigated. Previously reported CAD-
based ILD quantification studies have investigated correla-
tion of total disease extent with PFTs [15–17] and reticular
pattern extent to PFTs [19,21] demonstrating results in ac-
cordance to the ones presented herein, without, however,
considering the contribution of distinct ground glass pattern.
Specifically, Marten et al. [16] reported statistically signifi-
cant negative correlation of automatically derived total dis-
ease extent to FVC (−0.586) and DLCO (−0.583). Shin et al.
[17] reported correlation of total disease extent quantified by
a threshold-based scheme with DLCO (−0.41). In Kim et al.
[19], statistically significant negative correlation was found
between CAD-based reticular disease extent and pulmonary
function measurements of FVC (−0.31), TLC (−0.34), DLCO

(−0.35), and FEV1 (−0.23). In Rosas et al. [21], reticular
pattern extent assessed by a texture-based automated quan-
tification demonstrated correlation to FVC and DLCO

(−0.483, −0.532 respectively).
Results of the current study are encouraging suggesting

a reliable and accurate automated ILD quantification
scheme. Optimizing detection accuracy in case of ground
glass pattern and investigating performance evaluation in
case of additional ILD patterns (e.g., consolidation) may
further enhance potential of the automated ILD quantifi-
cation scheme. Investigating correlation between CAD-
quantified disease extent of varying distinct ILD patterns
with clinical factors may cast further insight toward iden-
tification of disease underlying pathology manifested with
specific imaging findings. Finally, investigating the feasi-
bility of the computerized ILD quantification scheme in
monitoring disease progression on follow-up image data
accounts for an ongoing research effort.

Conclusions

The computerized ILD quantification scheme considered in the
current study provides accurate detection and volumetric quan-
tification of distinct reticular and ground glass patterns.
Specifically, the automatically derived 3D quantification of dis-
ease extent is in agreement to radiologists’ semi-quantitative
scoring and correlates to PFTs. Computer-derived disease extent
may potentially be used as an objective biomarker for ILD
staging and treatment decision making in the clinical practice.
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